
 

  

 
 
COMISIÓN NACIONAL DEL MERCADO DE VALORES 
C/ Edison, nº 4 
28006 – Madrid 

 
Madrid, February 28, 2020 

 
QUABIT INMOBILIARIA, S.A. (“Quabit” or the “Company”), in compliance with what is established 
in the Spanish Stock Market regulation, makes public the following: 

 
INSIDE INFORMATION 

 
In compliance with the provisions of article 17.8 of Regulation (UE) 596/2014 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014, as regards the publication of its results 
corresponding to the 2019 financial year filed today before market opening, the company 
publishes simultaneously the presentation to investors attached, which contains inside 
information for the purposes of article 226 of the Spanish Securities Act (Ley de Mercado de 
Valores). 
 
The presentation of the company results is attached. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
_______________________    
Miguel Ángel Melero Bowen  
Secretary of the Board of Directors 
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DISCLAIMER
This Presentation neither constitutes nor is part of any sale or subscription offer, or invitation to purchase or subscribe, or sale offer solicitation or subscription, of the shares of Quabit Inmobiliaria, S,A,
("Quabit"), This Presentation, as well as the information included herein, neither constitutes nor is part of (i) any agreement or commitment to purchase or subscribe shares in accordance with the
Spanish Securities Market Law (Ley del Mercado de Valores) and applicable regulations or (ii) an offer to purchase, sell or exchange shares or a request of any type of voting rights in the US or any
other jurisdiction, The term “Presentation” shall comprise this document and any part or content of this document; any oral presentation, questions and answers session and any written or audio
material treated or distributed during any meeting related to the Presentation or related with the Presentation,

The Presentation and the information included herein shall not be reproduced, used, distributed or published, in whole or in part, whatsoever, except for the information extracted from the Presentation
and used for the drafting of analyst reports in accordance with the applicable regulations, Failure to comply with this obligation may result in an infringement of the applicable regulations regarding the
securities market, and its infringement may lead to civil, administrative or criminal liabilities,

In addition to the information relating to historical events, this Presentation may include future prospects on the sales and results of Quabit and on other matters such as industry, business strategy,
objectives and expectations related to market position, future transactions, margins, profitability, capital investments, own resources, and other operational and financial information, Prospects include
statements regarding plans, objectives, goals, strategies, future events or performance, and underlying assumptions and other statements that are not statements about historical events, The words
"foresee", "expect", "anticipate", "estimate", "consider", "may", and any other similar expressions may identify or refer to future prospects, Other future prospects may be identified based on the
context in which they are made, Future prospects are based on a number of hypothesis and assumptions regarding the current and future business strategy of Quabit, as well as the environment in
which Quabit expects to operate in the future, Future prospects include and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other material factors, which may affect the current results and
performance of Quabit or the industry, Therefore, the result and actual performance of Quabit may be materially different from those expressed or implied in such prospects, None of the future
projections, expectations or prospects included in this Presentation shall be considered as a forecast or promise, Nor it should be understood that future prospects imply any statement, promise or
guarantee about the correction or completeness of the results or the assumptions or hypotheses on which the future prospects, expectations, estimates or forecasts are based or, in the case of
assumptions, of their inclusion in the Presentation, A number of factors may cause the result, profitability or performance of Quabit to be materially different from any future results, profits or
performances included expressly or implicitly in any of the future prospects referred above, In case of materialization of one or more of such risks or uncertainties, or if the assumptions are incorrect,
the current results may be materially different from those described, anticipated, expected or projected in the Presentation, Therefore, the recipient of this Presentation should not assume as correct
and certain these future prospects and their ability to predict future results,

Analysts, securities agents and investors, current and future, shall operate based on their own criteria regarding the suitability and adequacy of the values in connection with the achievement of their
particular objectives, having taken into consideration what is stated in this disclaimer and the public available information, and having received all the professional, legal, or any other type of advice,
necessary or convenient in these circumstances, without having relied solely on the information included in the Presentation, The disclosure of this Presentation does not constitute advice or
recommendation from Quabit to buy, sell or operate with its shares, Analysts, securities agents and investors should bear in mind that estimates, prospects and forecasts do not guarantee the
profitability, performance, result, price, margins, exchange rates and other facts related to Quabit that are subject to risks, uncertainties or other variables that are not under the control of Quabit, so
the future results and actual performance could be materially different from what is forecasted, projected and estimated,

The information included in this Presentation, which is not intended to be exhaustive, has not been verified by an independent third party and will not be updated, The information in the Presentation,
including future prospects, refers to the date of this document or to such others as expressly indicated in the Presentation and does not imply any guarantee in relation to future results, Quabit
expressly waives any obligation or commitment to disclose any update or revision of the information, including financial details and future prospects, In this regard, Quabit shall not distribute to the
public any revision that may affect the information included in the Presentation that results from any changes in expectations, facts, conditions or circumstances on which future prospects or any other
change on which future prospects or any other change occurred on or after the date of the Presentation,

The details related to the industry, market and competitive position of Quabit included in this Presentation that are not attributed to a specific source, have been obtained from the analysis or estimates
carried out by Quabit and have not been independently verified, In addition, the Presentation may include information related to other companies that operate in the same sector and industry, This
information derives from public sources and Quabit does not grant any representation or guarantee, expressly or implicitly, nor assumes any liability for the accuracy, integrity or verification of such
details,

Certain financial and statistical information included in the Presentation is subject to rounding adjustments, Therefore, any discrepancy between the result and the sum of the amounts reflected is due
to such rounding, Some of the financial and operating management indicators included in this Presentation have not been subject to financial audit or verification by an independent third party, In
addition, certain figures of the Presentation, which neither have been subject to financial audit, are proforma figures,

Quabit and its employees, executives, directors, advisors, representatives, agents or affiliates do not assume any liability (due to fault or negligence, direct or indirect, contractual or extra-contractual)
for the damages and losses that may arise from the use of this Presentation or its content, or that, in any case, are related to this Presentation,

The information included in this Presentation does not constitute legal, accounting, regulatory, tax, financial or any other type of advice, The information has not been prepared taking into
consideration the investment, legal, accounting, regulatory, fiscal or financial objectives of the recipients of the information, nor regarding particular needs, circumstances or situations, The recipients
are the only ones responsible for forming their own criteria, elections and investment decisions and for reaching their own opinions and conclusions regarding these matters and the market, as well as
carrying out an independent evaluation of the information, The recipients are the only responsible for seeking independent professional advice in relation to the information included in the Presentation
and any performance based on the information, No person assumes any liability for the information or for the actions or decisions carried out by any receiver or any of its directors, officers, employees,
agents or associates based on the information,

Neither this Presentation nor any part thereof has contractual nature, and shall not be used to be a part or constitute an agreement of any kind,

Upon receiving or attending to the Presentation, the recipient declares his conformity and, therefore, his submission to the restrictions referred in the previous paragraphs, as well as to any other that
may be applicable,
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2019 deliveries: 157 units vs. 500 (low range 2019 target) 

2019 Pre-sales: 150 €M. Pre-sales Book at 31.12.19: 334 €M

4

Selective land investments: 18 €M(2)

883 new home units under WIP during 2019

914 €M est. turnover in home units under development (31.12.19) 

1 HIGHLIGHTS

Sales coverage: 2020 (89%) & 2021 (20%)

2019 FCC(1): 687 units & 2019 FOP(1): 299 units 

Internalization of construction activity

Real Estate Cooperative new business line launched: Style Cooperativas

FY 2019 RESULTS

(1) FCC: Final Construction Certificate. FOP: First Occupancy permit
(2) Includes private contracts pending notarized public deed

Sales slowdown in 2019 with positive outlook for the new housing 
market in the medium / long term
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2 MACRO & INDUSTRY OUTLOOK

Spain: GDP & employment growth

Spain GDP 
will grow 

above 1.5% 
during next 

years

Source: INE (2019 preliminary data) & IMF WEO January 2020 (2020e & 2021e) 
-1.4%

+1.4%

+3.8%

+3.0% +2.9%
+2.4%

+2.0%
+1.6% +1.6%

Unemployment 
rate below 

14% for first 
time in 11 

years

Source: INE

Source: Social Security. Data in millions

16.3 16.3 16.7 17.2 18.3 18.9 19.2
The number of the 

Social Security 
contributors > 19 

million         
(historical maximum 

at year-end)

FY 2019 RESULTS
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1.1%

0.6%

0.3%

0.4% 0.4%

0.1%

-0.1%

1.5%
1.4%

1.3%
1.1%

0.9%
0.8%

0.7%
0.6%

1.2%

0.6%

0.3% 0.3%
0.1%

0.4%
0.5% 0.6%

01/07/2019 01/01/2019 01/07/2018 01/01/2018 01/07/2017 01/01/2017 01/07/2016 01/01/2016

Spain Guadalajara Madrid Málaga

Jul-19Jan-19Jul-18Jan-18Jul-17Jan-17Jul-16Jan-16Jul-15Jan-15Jul-14Jan-14Jul-13Jan-13
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Spain: population growth accelerates

The 
population 

grows at the 
highest rate 
in 10 years 
and stands 
at historical 

highs….

Source: INE

-0.2%

+0.1%

+0.6%

+0.4%

+0.2%+0.2%
+0.3%

+0.8%

-0.4%
-0.5%

-0.3%

-0.1%
-0.1%

-0.0%

Population Growth Rate (12m Jan 2013-Jul 2019)

Population in Spain beats for first time the 
level of 47 millions in July 2019

Population growth rate Spain vs. Quabit main areas                                 
(12m, Jan 2016-jul 2019)

... and the 
demographic 
dynamic is 

clearly better 
in the main 

areas of 
Quabit than 

in Spain

Source: INE
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201920182017

New Homes 2nd hand homes
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Industry: growth without bubble signals

New home 
transactions 

performs 
better than 

second-hand 
transactions...

201920182017

New Homes 2nd hand homes

+16.4%

-4.2%

+10.8% +10.9%
+10.2%

+1.2%

Source: INE

For the first time since 2012 
new housing performs better 

than the 2nd hand one

…and prices of 
new housing 
grow more 

than second-
hand homes…

Source: INE, average 4 Quarters per year (2019 1,2 & 3Q average)

+6.3% +5.9%
+6.8% +6.4%

+7.1%

+4.5%

...and the 
financial effort 

of families 
remains at very 

reasonable 
levels

Historical average (since
1987)

Last 20 years average Sept 2019

Source: Bank of Spain. % gross family income used for the purchase of housing 

31.6%
39.5%

34.7%

FY 2019 RESULTS
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690

4,158

60

1,325

1,903 180

Design
(11 develop.)

Pre-marketing
(2 develop.)

Marketing
(15 develop.)

WIP
(27 develop.)

On delivery
(4  develop. + 2018

stock)

Home units under
development
(59 develop.)

Home units under development by stage at 31.12.19

8

• 883 new home units on WIP during 2019
• 4,158 Home units under development: 914 €M est. turnover

452 €M est.
(>28% Plan 2018-22)

~ 2,100 WIP / On delivery home units

3 RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

FY 2019 RESULTS



4Q 2018 1Q 2019 2Q 2019 3Q 2019 4Q 2019

Pre-sales Book
at 31.12.18

2019 Pre-sales 2019 Delvieries Pre-sales Book
at 31.12.19

Pre-sales Book evolution 2019            
(home units)

9

Pre-sales Book: 334 €M & 1,685 home units

+57% vs. Pre-
sales Book at

31.12.18         
(1,076 units)

192

120

193
202

Pre-sales by quarter          
(home units)

• Stable pre-sales levels throughout 2019

1,076

766

(157)

1,685
179

FY 2019 RESULTS

3 RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
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2019 Deliveries and 2020-2022 Sales Coverage

% Cobertura ventas sobre entregas 2020-2022(1)2019 Deliveries (home units)

2020 2021 2022
Deliveries Target Pre-sales

500

1,200-
1,400

(1) % coverage vs. middle point of the target range. 

25

2,400-2,600
2,600-2,800

89%

20%

2019 Deliveries
Target

2019 deliveries Shortfall 2019
deliveries

500-
700 157

343-
543

• 157 homes delivered during 2019, 343 below the low target range, due to 
the delay in obtaining FOPs and the entry into force of the new mortgage law

1%

1,160

FY 2019 RESULTS

3 RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
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Next developments to be delivered
Construction progress at 31.12.19

FY 2019 RESULTS

3 RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

(1) FCC: Final Construction Certificate. (2) FOP: First Occupancy Permit. (3) Construction Progress %: construction progress over expected Final Construction Certificate date. 

On Delivery Location
Home 

units
2019 Deliveries On Delivery

2018 Stock Madrid/Barcelona/Corredor del Henares 38 37 1
Casares Golf Fase 1 Málaga (Casares) 29 28 1
Quabit Style Corredor del Henares (Guadalajara) 64 57 7
Aguas Vivas Fase 2.1 Corredor del Henares (Guadalajara) 130 19 111
Las Suertes Fase 1 Corredor del Henares (Guadalajara) 76 16 60
Total 337 157 180

Pending FCC
(1)

 &/or FOP
(2) Location

Home 

units

Construction 

Progress
(3) FCC

Torrejón de Velasco Fase 1 Madrid (Torrejón de Velasco) 51 100% Aug-19
Casares Golf Fase 2 Málaga (Casares) 29 100% Oct-19
Torrejón de Velasco Fase 2 Madrid (Torrejón de Velasco) 45 100% Oct-19
Hacienda de la Torre Fase 1 Málaga (Málaga) 50 100% Oct-19
Quabit Altair Málaga (Málaga) 32 100% Oct-19
Casares Golf Fase 3 Málaga (Casares) 29 100% Nov-19
Aguas Vivas Fase 2.2 Corredor del Henares (Guadalajara) 66 100% Dec-19
Hacienda de la Torre Fase 2 Málaga (Málaga) 20 100% Dec-19
Riverside Fase 1 Málaga (Benahavis) 42 100% Dec-19
Quabit Collection Fase 1 Zaragoza 24 100% Dec-19
Riverside Fase 2 Málaga (Benahavis) 33 92%
Hacienda de la Torre Fase 3 Málaga (Málaga) 40 85%
Los Pedregales 1 Málaga (Estepona) 63 85%
Quabit Collection Fase 2 Zaragoza 12 84%
El Lagar Málaga (Mijas) 79 75%
Style 2 Corredor del Henares (Guadalajara) 38 58%
XXI Corredor del Henares (Guadalajara) 86 48%
Total 739
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Selective & cautious 2019 land investments 
2019 investments with 
notarized public deed

80,301 bsqm

CAPEX est. 
transformation to 

“Ready to Build” Land 
plot

~17 €M

Planning Land plot:    
Málaga (Estepona)

“Ready to Build” 
Land Plots: Madrid  

(Velilla de San 
Antonio), Guadalajara 

(Guadalajara y 
marchamalo) y 

Valencia (Pobla de 
Vallbona)

• 350 home 
units 

• Turnover (e): 
59 €M

• Land cost as 
% GDV: 10%

• 380 home units

• Turnover (e): 
90 €M

• Land cost as % 
GDV: 10-14% 
(depending on 
urbanization 
CAPEX)

2019 investments with 
private contract

25,992 bsqm

• Additionally, Quabit has bought a building to be refurbished in Guadalajara 
(60 home units, 10 €M estimated turnover and estimated margin> 20%)

• 243 home 
units

• Turnover (e): 
40 €M

• Land cost as 
% GDV: 18%

“Ready to Build” 
Land plots: 
Guadalajara 

(Guadalajara y 
Alovera)

~7 €M

4 LAND PORTFOLIO & LAND MANAGEMENT

An advance payment of 3.4 €M 
has been paid in 2019

FY 2019 RESULTS



31.12.19
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31.12.19

Total Land Portfolio at 31.12.19
1,137,567 bsqm

808,269

240,372

62,934
25,992

Land Portfolio at 31.12.19
808,269 bsqm

239,641

568,268

Land Portfolio at 31.12.19

808,269

Land mortgaged 
as security for 

Quabit   
(Alboraya)

Private contracts 
pending notarized 

public deed

WIP

Premarketing, 
marketing & design 
under development 
(2,075 home units)

Land available 
excluding home 

units under 
development

• Additionally, Quabit owns a non buildable land portfolio of 5.4 M sqm

Signed draft 
agreement with 
the City Council 
to proceed with 

the 
transmission of 
Alboraya land 

to Quabit 
Inmobiliaria

FY 2019 RESULTS
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Land Portfolio(1) status 
at  31.12.19
808,269 bsqm

(1) Does not include 62,934 bsqm of land mortgaged as security for Quabit nor 240,372 bsqm WIP nor 25,992 bsqm of private contracts pending 
notarized public deed nor 5.4 million sqm non buildable land

Land Portfolio(1) geographic 
breakdown at 31.12.19

808,269 bsqm
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Planning ~30%

Ready to 
Build 
~70%

• The land in planning allows its development to obtain “Ready to Build“ 
Land in very competitive conditions

Andalucía 
20%

C. Valenciana 
9%

Madrid 
9%

Balearic 
Islands 

7%

Cataluña 
11% Corredor 

del Henares 
41%

Others 2% 
(Aragón, 

Cantabria  y 
Castilla León)

Attractive and diversified Land Portfolio 

FY 2019 RESULTS

4 LAND PORTFOLIO & LAND MANAGEMENT



The Order-Book 
portfolio at 
31.12.19 

amounts to  
55.3 €M

15

Internalization of construction activity

5 QUABIT CONSTRUCCIÓN

Since last October 7th, Quabit Construcción (former Rayet Construcción) has been consolidated in 
the accounts of the Quabit Group

Main magnitudes Quabit Construction                                  
(individual accounts, from 07.10 to 31.12.19)              

1.972Gross Margin

Euro millions

0.417Structural Costs

1.552EBIT

1.415Net Income

• At a consolidated level 1.381 €M of the gross margin is blocked until the 
delivery of the home units

FY 2019 RESULTS
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Launch of Style Cooperatives

6 STYLE COOPERATIVES

Last October Quabit launched a new business line focused on the management of Real Estate 
Cooperatives through Style Cooperatives

• Target: manage 500 home units annually within 3 years
• Target customer: medium-high purchasing power
• Management fee: 6-8%

Geographic areas
• North-Madrid (San Sebastián de los Reyes)
• West-Madrid (Boadilla del Monte)
• South-Madrid (Alcorcón, Móstoles y Getafe)
• East-Madrid (Alcalá de Henares, Rivas, 

Coslada y Torrejón de Ardoz)

Proven experiencie 
• Grupo Rayet and the chairman of Quabit have 

delivered more than 2,500 home units in a 
cooperative regime

Style Cooperativas Progress
• > 4,000 registered contacts (until 02.15.2020)
• Launched the first recruitment project for a cooperative (Móstoles)

FY 2019 RESULTS



Change

• Turnover increase (+14%) due to high price deliveries (Las Lomas: 9 houses 
in Boadilla del Monte, Madrid: 11 €M)  

• Like-for-Like growth at EBITDA and Net Income level

17

Turnover

20182019
Like-for-Like 

change

Adjusted EBITDA

Financial Results

Earnings before tax

Net Income

45,128

(16,696)

(5,273)

(18,019)

(9,139)

(92)

Attributable to the Parent Company

Attributable to Minority Interests

Thousand Euros

(9,231)

39,676

(19,537)

38,099

12,593

6,815

(36)

6,779

14%

15%

(114%)

(243%)

(234%)

(156%)

(236%)

14%

15%

6%

6%

6%

(1) Adjusted for the debt write-off recorded (2019: 0.5 €M vs. 2018: 10.2 €M), changes in operating provisions (2019: +4.9 €M vs. 2018: -16 €M) 
and capitalization of tax credits (2019: 8.5 €M vs. 2018: -5.8 €M)

7 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS & DEBT

PyG: Like-for-Like operating growth

5,427Debt relief + Valuation correction(1) (5,769)

EBITDA (11,269) 56%(25,306)

193%

FY 2019 RESULTS



Change

Inventories:
• Increase due to 
investments in Land 

plots and WIP 
developments

Cash & Other liquid 
assets:

• Without major 
changes due to new 

financing transactions

Financial Debt:
• Increase due to 
investments in Land 
plots, development 
loans withdrawals, 

capitalization of 
accrued interest and 
housing deliveries 

delays

18

Non-Current Assets

31.12.1831.12.19

Current Assets

Total Assets

94,183

731,958

551,580

637,775

60,795

Inventories

Others

Thousand Euros

73,349

580,776

426,525

507,427

56,782

28%

26%

29%

26%

11%

Equity

Non-Current Liabilities 29,776

285,874

4,803

Attributable to the Parent Company

Attributable to Minority Interests

18,218

291,794

295,818

4,024

(3%)

(4%)

63%

19%

13,007

16,769

Financial Debt

Others

5,945

12,273

119%

37%

Current Liabilities 416,308 266,740 56%

311,389

104,919

Financial Debt

Others

211,749

54,991

47%

91%

Total Liabilities & Equity 731,958 580,776 26%

281,071

Balance Sheet: debt increase due to higher inventories

25,400Cash & Other liquid assets 24,120 5%

FY 2019 RESULTS
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• 54% net debt increase due to Land&WIP investments & delays in housing deliveries
• LTV will be reduced in 2020 with the beginning of a relevant volume of deliveries

Deuda Neta
31.12.18

Disposición
Préstamo
promotor

Disposición
Taconic

Prestamo
corporativo y

Bono

Intereses
devengados

Deuda Rayet
Construcción

Cancelación
préstamo
promotor

Vencimiento
deuda +

ajuste coste
amortizado

Variación
Activos
Líquidos

Deuda Neta
31.12.19

Development 
loan 

withdrawals

Bond and 
Corporate 

Loan 

Accrued 
interests

Debt 
Payments & 

EIR debt 
adjustment

Change in 
Cash & 

other liquid 
assets

Net Debt 
31.12.18

Net Debt 
31.12.19

Taconic 
withdrawals

Development 
loan 

payments

19

Net Debt: increase due to investment effort and delays in 
housing deliveries

€M

+54%

194

65
12

34

23 6

299

38% 48%Loan To Value

Cash & other liquid assets increased 
5% up to 25 €M

22 2

1

FY 2019 RESULTS
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Rayet 
Construcción 

Debt



• 65% gross debt is non-recourse debt
• There are not relevant recourse debt maturities until 2022 

31.12.19
2020 2021 2022 2023

20

Recourse debt maturities aligned with cash flows generation

Deliveries target (units)                     1,200-1,400        2,400-2,600     2,600-2,800       “Run-Rate”

100%

65%

35%

162,635

60,972
68,390

32,399

143,114

19,521 16,556

45,697
32,399

44,416

22,693

Maturities 
linked to 
homes 

deliveries

FY 2019 RESULTS
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Non-recourse 
debt

Recourse debt

Thousand Euros
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2019 Financing Operations

• Amount:       
20 M€

• Interest 
rate: 
8.56%(1)

• Maturity: 
2023

Bond
Corporate 

Loan

Avenue II 

extension

Development 

Loans(2)

• Amount:         
13.8 €M

• Interest rate: 
7.875% (years 
1 & 2)
9.375% (years 
3 & 4) 

• Maturity: 2023

• Amount:              
20.3 €M

• Interest rate: 
12%

• Maturity: 
2021

• Total Amount:       
155 €M

• Withdrawals 
at 31.12.19:     
57 €M 

• Average 
interest rate 
(total 
amount): 
2.86%

(1) Bond issued at 99% (annual coupon 8.25%).
(2) Includes total amount of development credit facilities in force at 31.12.19 (not only the facilities signed during 2019).

FY 2019 RESULTS
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NAV 31.12.18 Equity Unrealized Capital
Gains

NAV 31.12.19 Capital Gains Tax NNAV 31.12.19

GAV 31.12.18 Investments / WIP Revaluation Deliveries / Withdrawns GAV 31.12.19

22

2019 GAV Bridge

2019 NNAV bridge

(1) RICs independent valuation by BDO at 31.12.19. Share Price at 26.02.20 (0.906€/sh) 

506
142

(43)

629

+24%

361

(11) (5)

345 329

(16)

• The stock of Quabit is trading at a discount of more than 55% of its NNAV

-4%
NNAV  

2.21€/sh

Attractive valuation: GAV & NNAV at 31.12.19(1)

8 VALUATION & GAV

24

FY 2019 RESULTS
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GAV breakdown by asset class & by geography
GAV by asset class (629 €M) at 

31.12.19
GAV by geography (629 €M) at 

31.12.19

• Diversified GAV in the main growth areas of Spain

Stock 6%

WIP 37%

Land for 
development 

53%

Non 
buidable 
land  4%

Property 
0.1%

Advance 
payment 

0.5%

Madrid 
15%

Valencia
5%

Andalucía 
29%

Aragón 
2%

Cantabria
1%

Cataluña 
7%

Islas 
Baleares 

8%

Corredor 
del 

Henares 
33%

Castilla y 
León 0.2%

FY 2019 RESULTS

8 VALUATION & GAV
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The stock price has an important upside potential

Attractive valuation multiples(1) in terms 
of P/BV, appreciation to NNAV & 

appreciation to Target Price

2 new reference 
shareholders(2)

0.47x
Price / Book 

Value

Potential 

Appreciation to 

NNAV
• Inversora de 

Carso S.A. de 
C.V. has 
acquired a 
3.006% 
(24.12.19)

• Gescooperativo 
S.A.,S.G.I.I.C. 
has acquired a 
3.519% 
(23.09.19)

Potential 

Appreciation 

to Target Price

144%

72%

1

2

(2) Source: CNMV(1) Book Value & NNAV at 31.12.19. Analyst consensus average target Price 
at 26.02.20 (1.56 €/sh) & stock Price at 26.02.20 (0.906€/sh) 

FY 2019 RESULTS

8 VALUATION & GAV



Positive outlook for the new housing market                        
(demography, economic growth and employment)
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9 FINAL REMARKS

Selective land investments in 2019

Internalization of construction activity

Bet on the Real Estate Cooperative segment

Delivery target has not been achieved due to the delay in 
obtaining First Occupancy Permits and the entry into force of the 

new mortgage law

FY 2019 RESULTS

Rethinking the medium-term delivery targets
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200

140

(60)

Crédito fiscal Crédito fiscal
activado a
30.09.2019

Crédito fiscal
pendiente de

activar

603

801171
66

(39)

Bases
imponibles
negativas

Diferencia de
fusión

Gastos
financieros no

deducidos

Ajustes
positivos

Total

141(1)

25% tax rate

35(1)

35(1)

Tax credits

ANNEXES

FY 2019 RESULTS

Tax-loss 
carryforwards

Differences 
from 

merger

Tax 
deductible 
financial 
expenses

Positive 
adjustments

Total Tax credits
Capitalized 
tax credit at 

31.12.19

Tax credits 
pending 

capitalization

(1) Administrative contentious with the Public Treasury could reduce by 141 €M the total tax-loss carryforward, thus Quabit Inmobliaria S.A. tax credits could be reduced by 35 €M 
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Cash Flow Statement

Change • The net cash flow from 
operating activities are 
negative as a result of 
the investment effort 
(land investments & 
works in progress)

• The net cash flow of 
the investment activities 
correspond to the cash 
payment for the 
acquisition of Rayet 
Construction and plant & 
equipment investments

• The net cash flow of 
financing activities reflect 
the effect of development 
loans withdrawals and 
new financing operations

Net Cash Flow from operating 
activities

20182019

Net Cash Flow from investing 
activities

(71,494)

Other cash flow

(84,565) 15%

Increase / Decrease Cash & 
Other liquid assets

1,846 (16,024) 112%

Inventories

Net Cash Flow from financing 
activities

77,996 72,651 7%

(4,657) (4,110) (13%)

70,522 49,737 42%

(142,016) (134,303) 6%

FY 2019 RESULTS

ANNEXES

Thousand Euros
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Shareholders at 26.02.20

Source: CNMV

Félix Abanádes 
López; 18.48%

Julius Baer 
Group, LTD; 

8.74%

Cobas Asset 
Management; 

5.06%

Gescooperativo  
S.A., 

S.G.I.I.C.; 
3.52%

Grupo Carso; 
3.006%

Free Float; 
61.2%

FY 2019 RESULTS

ANNEXES

• Félix Abánades 
(Chairman and 
CEO) is the largest 
shareholder with 
18.5%(1)

• 4 large Institutional 
Investors (Julius 
Baer, Cobas AM, 
Gescooperativo & 
Grupo Carso) with 
high prestige owns  
20%

• Attractive free-float

(1) Félix Abánades owns additional 1.8% through financial instruments (0.99% Incentive Plan to be exercised in 2023 & 0.84% REPO to be exercised on 2022)  
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